Create long-lasting connections, and get exposed to different disciplines and ideas through...

+ Lectures
+ Breakout Sessions
+ Seminars
+ Simulations
+ Impact Panels
+ Speaker Events
+ Lab/Library/Museum Resources
+ Social Activities
+ Interactions with Yale Professors & College Students

“YYGS has transformed my life and helped sharpen my mind as I prepare to make an impact in my community on a local and global scale.”

Ryan, YYGS Participant from Kenya

YYGS is an academic summer enrichment program for outstanding high school students from around the world. Join us for a collaborative, engaging, and enriching experience.

In an effort to remain globally accessible and diverse, YYGS will host sessions online for Summer 2022. Participants will take part in a curriculum that is designed to be as rigorous and intellectually rewarding as our on-campus experience.